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Just Like Me













I went to school in the district I now live
I have served on a board before
I prefer a smaller board to a larger board
I prefer 1 meeting per month to 2
meetings per month
I believe board members should cycle
off the board
I believe advocacy for changes at the
state and federal level are one of the
most important roles of a school board
member
I am hoping to maintain the work
already started in my school district as a
board member
I am hoping to see changes in my school
district as a board member













I believe it is important for the
superintendent to live in the district
I believe merit pay for teachers is
something to consider
I believe merit pay for administrators is
something to consider
I believe there should be a non-voting
student member of the board
I have a background in education
Someone in my immediate family
(parent, spouse, child, sibling) was or
still is an educator
I still have school-age children
I believe there should be time at every
board meeting to celebrate the work
of students

Modules


Module 3a:
 The



BOE’s role in educating all students

Module 3b:
 The

BOE’s role in motivating the attainment of a higher level of
student achievement



Module 3c:
 The

BOE’s role in ensuring that students have the opportunity to
achieve an education that prepares them to succeed in college
and careers

Understanding the Role of
the Board of Education
Ensuring that We Are All on the Same Page

The Customer and the Mechanic

When you go to a mechanic, you tell the mechanic what you expect of your
car…you do NOT tell the mechanic HOW to fix the car…you set the outcome
expectations; the mechanic determines the best means to achieve those
outcomes given the resources

The Board of Education’s Role
The Board’s role is to govern by:
WHAT
1.

Setting Policy

2.

Creating
Conditions

3.

Distributing
Resources

HOW
1.

Establish a shared mission and a clear vision for your
district and its students

2.

Establish outcomes/measures that you accept as
evidence of the mission’s fulfillment

3.

Set goals based on the most important of those
outcomes/measures

4.

Monitor achievement/monitor program and
processes

The “Fence Around the Playground”
The fence
symbolizes
the
boundaries
that contain
the work the
district
administrators
will manage.
Creating and
monitoring
these
boundaries is
the role of the
board.

The playground
symbolizes the
things that
district
administrators
are able to
“play around
with” – e.g.,
curriculum,
programs,
length of day,
courses
offered, etc. As
long as the
administrators
are within the
board’s
boundaries,
they are “safe.”

Outcomes Versus Inputs
•

•

Outcomes: The RESULTS of
the work (the plants you
reap). Expectations for
these results are established,
monitored, and revised by
the board.
Inputs: The work done to
achieve the outcomes (the
seeds you sow). This work is
supervised by the
superintendent and done
by district employees.

Board:

Superintendent:

• Creates
Outcome
Expectations
• Monitors the
Outcomes
• Revises
Expectations

• Determines how
to meet the
Outcome
Expectations
• Achieves the
Outcomes
• Shares Results

Board Direction: Critical Questions for the
Board to Consider for Internal Accountability
1. What exactly do we want our school district to be or be
like?
2. What evidence would we accept of our progress in that
effort?
3. What do we/I need to do in my role to make it happen?
4. What will we/I do if, despite our best intentions, it is not
happening?

When a superintendency is posted, applicants
will look at the number of split votes. WHY?
•
•

•

Because the BOE has one direct employee,
the superintendent.
If the BOE does not agree, it is not a
collective. If it is not a collective, then how
will the superintendent know who to listen
to?
This is why decisions by the BOE and district
must align with the district’s mission, vision,
and strategic plan to achieve those things.

When these are missing, “shelf art,” or not the drivers of the work,
the work becomes getting alignment rather than implementing a
cohesive plan.

The Board of Education's Role
in Educating All Students
Understanding Federal and State Mandates that Frame
Local Decisions

The Board’s Role
• Establish education
program quality and
press for good results
• Assure a safe school
environment

State
Regulations
•Programmatic
•Curricular
•Operational

Federal
Mandates
•IDEA
•Race to the
Top
•Title
Programming

Board
Direction
•Goals/Mission/
Vision
•Policies
•Resources
•Feedback

• Hire well qualified staff
• Budget and spend
wisely
• Represent the
community you serve

What exactly do we want out school district to be like?
What do we want for our kids and community?

Understanding the Jargon


Standards: Standards are the expectations for what students should know and be able to do at each grade
level. The standards answer the question, “What is the destination for the intended learning?”



Curriculum: Curriculum is the content that gives students access to the standards. It should be:


Guaranteed (i.e., all students, regardless of their teacher or school will have access to the same content, knowledge,
and skills across the district).



Viable (i.e., the curriculum is realistic in scope and has made careful decisions to narrow the universe of knowledge into
developmentally appropriate and challenging learning targets for the students in the district).



Contextual (i.e., doable within the setting it is going to be used)

The curriculum answers the question, “What is/are the best vehicle(s) for all students to arrive at the destination?”


Instruction: Instruction is the approach (route) a teacher uses to ensure that all students learn the content.
Instruction is fluid and changes depending on the teacher’s abilities and the students’ needs. The instruction
answers the question, “What are the best approaches I can use to ensure all students arrive at the
destination?”



Assessment: Assessment is the measure of what students have learned.. The assessment answers the question,
“Where are the students in relation to where they are supposed to be?”

Federal Mandates: Recent History
In 2002, the No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Act was
signed into law to:
1. Raise accountability
2. Provide more financial flexibility
3. Set goals
4. Improve teacher quality
5. Provide school choice
6. Make schools safer

Federal Mandates: Recent History
Standards
and
Assessments

Turning
Around LowPerforming
Schools

RttT
Great
Teachers and
Leaders

Data
Systems

The Common Core
Learning Standards
(CCLS) are only ONE
component of RTTT
and these standards
DO NOT say how to
teach—they only set
a bar for what needs
to be learned in
each grade
Every school/district
is able to determine
their curriculum and
how it is taught

Federal Mandates: Recent History

Federal Mandates: Present and Future

State Mandates: Past, Present & Future
• September 2017: Adoption of NYS Next
Generation Learning Standards.

• Phase I: Raise Awareness (Winter 2018Winter/Spring 2019): Professional development on
NYS Next Generation Learning Standards; two-day assessments measuring the 2011 P-12 Learning
Standards.
• Phase II: Build Capacity (Spring 2019-Summer 2021 2022): Professional development continuing on
NYS Next Generation Learning Standards; two-day assessments measuring the 2011 P-12 Learning
Standards.
• Phase III Full Implementation (September 2021 2022– ongoing): Full implementation of the NYS Next
Generation Learning Standards.
• Spring 2022 2023: New grade 3-8 tests measuring the NYS Next Generation Learning Standards. The
timeline regarding the full-implementation/assessment alignment at the high-school level has not
yet been determined and will be forthcoming; however, full-implementation/assessment
alignment will not be before the school year 2020-2021 2021-2122.

State Regulations For Graduation

New York State High
School Diploma

5-8 Assessments accomplished by
successfully passing Regents exams,
Department approved alternatives or
pathway exams
22 Credits accomplished by
successfully completing course
work

State Regulations For Graduation

Regents
4-5 Assessments

22
Credits

Local
4-5 Assessments

Regents
with
Advanced
Designation
7-8 Assessments

COVID-19 Timeline
March
•1 - First
coronavirus
case in NY
•7 - State of
Emergency
declared
•14 - First NY
coronavirusrelated death
•16 - Schools
closed
statewide
•20 - New York
State on PAUSE
•28 - Elections
and tax
deadlines
postponed

April
•4 – Board of
Regents cancels
June Regents
•15 – All NYS
residents are
required to wear
masks in public
•16 - Schools
closure
extended to
5/15

May
•1 - Schools
closure
extended
through the end
of 19/20 and
board elections
and budget
votes postponed
•7 - PAUSE order
extended but
counties can
begin to reopen
as early as 5/15
in phases
•14 – State of
Emergency
extended
through 6/13
•19 – WNY begins
Phase I

June
•7 – School
elections and
budget votes
postponed until
June 16th
•15 – Upon Phase
II, non-essential
gatherings of up
to 15 people
allowed
•16- District
budget vote and
board elections
•24 – Travelers
required to selfquarantine

July
•17 – NYSED
releases
Reopening
Guidance
•22 – FAQ from
SED says that
masks AND
social
distancing are
BOTH required
for reopening
•31 – District
Reopening Plans
are due for
submission to
SED

August
•7 – Cuomo
releases his
guidelines for
school
reopening

COVID-19

A Briefing on Business First
Separating Fact from Fiction

Business First and School Rankings
Business First’s academic and subject
ratings are based on the latest four
years of test scores and graduation
rates available from the New York State
Education Department.
You can scan this QR code to take you
to the Business First website where there
is a thorough Q&A

Business First and School Rankings
Formulas vary for each category, but the basic principles are the same. The following
bulleted points explain the four steps in the scoring process:
1. Each component of each year’s formula was analyzed twice. Districts and schools
were given one score for the percentage of students who demonstrated superior
skills on a given test and a second score for the percentage with basic skills.
2. Z-scores (an average) for all categories were plugged into the formulas, yielding an
annual sum for each district or school.
3. The annual sums for the past four years and a bonus sum were averaged for each
district or school, yielding its adjusted sum.
4. The adjusted sum, still in z-score format, was converted to a scale on which the top
district or school in a given category received 100 points and the bottom entry got
60 points. The resulting number was the final score.
The exact value of the final score for each district or school was determined by the relative
position of its adjusted sum between those of the top and bottom entries.

Business First and School Rankings


Pros


There is consistency in
the formula used from
year to year



If you are in an
affluent area, you are
likely to do very well



Non-educators pay a
great deal of
attention to the
rankings, so if you are
doing well, it can
attract positive
attention and
increase enrollment



Cons


Students are more than just one test



In districts with high opt-out numbers, the NYS
Assessment results are less valid



There is a mountain of research that shows
that students in higher poverty areas struggle
in school…this means that regardless off the
teachers, administrators, and BOE, they will not
perform as well as their more affluent peers
and BF rankings do not take that into account



In the event that a school and/or district is
experiencing improvements, since the formula
is historical, the current rankings do not fully
demonstrate the growth

When Looking at Any Data
If things are not going well
with the results, particularly
in comparison with others
in similar situations, reflect
on the internal
competition…You can’t
compete externally if you
are busy competing
internally

Additional Resources
1.

“The Care and Feeding of Your Leadership Team”

2.

“ESSA Fact Sheet for Board Members”

3.

“Inputs, Outputs, Process Product”

4.

“School Leaders: Ensuring a Guaranteed and Viable
Curriculum”

5.

“The Rubber Meets the Road”

6.

“Mission Statement vs. Vision Statement”

7.

“The Role of School Boards in Improving Student Achievement”

8.

“Eight Characteristics of Effective School Boards”

9.

Shameless plug…Engagement is Not a Unicorn (It’s a Narwhal)

Wrapping Up
• The goal of this presentation was to provide you with the appropriate
knowledge to GOVERN the work of the district, not to manage the work
of the district.
• The BOE empowers the superintendent to determine how to manage the
work.
• I hope you leave here with more information and knowledge about your
role and good questions to ask.
• If you leave here and say to the superintendent, “We need to do X
based off of what I heard,” I have failed.
• If you leave here and say to the superintendent, “I have questions
about how we address X based off of what I heard. I’d be interested in
learning more, particularly what data we have to support this” I have
succeeded.

Time to Talk
Questions
Thoughts
Reactions

